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Let a d-simplex be dissected by hyperplanes, each cutting one edge and con- 
taining the opposite face. Extending results of Alexanderson and Wetzei, we 
establish formulas and generating functions, involving forests of edges of the 
simplex, for the maximum numbers of k-dimensional parts of the dissection 
interior to, on the boundary of, and external to the simplex. 
1. MAXIMUM PROBLEMS FOR APICAL DISSECTIONS 
Let 9 be a d-simplex in Euclidean space. An interior point p of an edge, 
along with the opposite (d - 2)-face, spans a (d - l)-simplex that cuts So 
into two regions. (We call such a cut apical and p its apex.) If we choose a 
set of n(e) points in each edge e, into at most how many regions do the 
resulting apical cuts dissect the simplex? If we prolong each cut, and 
each facet of sd, to a Euclidean hyperplane, into at most how many regions 
is E” dissected ? 
Besides the regions, sd and Ed are decomposed into lower-dimensional 
pieces which we call parts. For each dimension k, into at most how many 
k-dimensional parts is sd, or Ed, divided? 
These questions were raised and partially answered by Alexanderson 
and Wetzel in [l, 21. Let Md(sd, n) be the largest number of regions into 
which sd can be dissected when the function n (the apex enumerator of the 
dissection) is given. This maximum is attained when the cuts lie in general 
position in int sd. Alexanderson and Wetzel found that 
MM, n) = C $0, 
IE4 
(1) 
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where 9 is the class of all sets of edges of sd that contain no closed path, 
called independent sets, or forests, and we write 
They also investigated the maximum numbers of parts of the tetrahedron, 
the maximum number in its interior, and the maximum number of regions 
of E3; again, all attained by dissections with interior general position. 
Their results are included in our Theorem 1 (restated in Section 2 in a 
notation similar to that of [l]) and in the enumerations of Section 7 
below. 
Let #,S denote the cardinality of S and let T(E) = the number of 
connected components of a set E of edges of sd. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z be a dissection of sd by apical cuts in interior general 
position, of which n(e) cuts have apex in the edge e. Let Mpt(sd, n) = the 
number of k-parts (0 < k < d) of the open simplex int sd dissected by Z, 
let Mlc(sd, n) = the number of k-parts of the dissection by 8” = ~6 u 
{facets of s”} of the closed simplex sd, and let M&sa, n) = the number of 
k-parts of Z* which lie in a S-face of sd but no smaller face. Then 
Mk%d, n, = I5 (d#‘k) n(1>, 
Mk(sd, n) = Igfl (” +dl~kTO) n(l), 
There is an elegant generating polynomial for (l)-(4). Let 
M(sd, n)(x, y) = 1 (y + l)d+l-T(r) J$ #I n(1). 
IE4 i 1 
One can easily see that 
M(sd, n)(x, 0) = f xd-‘A4Ft(sd, n). 
k=O 
M(sd, n)(x, x) = x8+1 + ; xd-“Mk(sd, n), 
k=O 
M(s”, n)(x, y) = yd+l + i i yd-S~s-kMk,(sd, n). 
k=O &k 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(2’) 
(3’) 
(4’) 
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In our proof of Theorem 1, the key step is the demonstration of Eq. (2’) 
by applying a theorem from !6] that converts the enumeration of parts 
to that of cut intersections (see Section 5). 
If %’ is a dissection of sd, extend the cuts of 2 and the facets of sd 
to the Euclidean hyperplanes they span. The resulting arrangement of 
hyperplanes we denote by 2”. The parts of ~$9 are those of .%? plus some 
which are external to the simplex. The maximum numbers of these are 
expressed by a generating function ME(.9, n) that incorporates M(sd, n) 
(see Theorem 2 in Section 7 below). 
By a similar theorem we can enumerate the parts of an arbitrary apical 
dissection, not in general position. From that theorem one can derive 
asymptotic properties of increasing sequences of dissections. These topics 
we will study in a subsequent article [7]. 
Finally, we consider briefly some curious equations for dissections which 
have the same number of apices in every edge. 
2. EXPRESSIONS FOR THE PARTS OF THE SIMPLEX 
Alexander and Wetzel [l, p. 61 and Theorem 21 calculated iw, and Mpt, 
for dissections of the tetrahedron, in terms of symmetric functions 
restricted to independent edges, which we denote F~, and what might be 
called “tree-and-forest” terms, E, . Let 
Then collecting 1~ 9 with similar #I and ~(1) in Eq. (5) 
M(Sd, n)(x, y) = (y + l)d+l + ,F>, (u t IF-’ (*y cm. 
/ 
And we can rewrite Eqs. (l)-(3) as 
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An expression that relates n/l, to AJZ~ is 
To prove (7), observe that E~+~ = 0 if s > (d - 1)/2, since T(Z) < #Z 
and ~(1) + #Z < #vert sa imply T(Z) < (d + 1)/2. Therefore the sub- 
tractive term may be summed over all s 3 1. Next replace Md by C E, 
using (6.1) and the definitions of p, and E, , and collect terms. The result 
equals (6.3). 
Let us examine the subtractive term of (7) for small dimensions. For the 
segment and the triangle it is zero. For the tetrahedron and hyper- 
tetrahedron (d = 3,4) it is simply (“;I) Ed . When d = 3, Ed = C nijnkl 
summed over opposite pairs of edges e,, , ekl of s3. When d = 4, 
where 522 is summed over all noncontiguous pairs of edges and tz2 over 
contiguous pairs plus the opposite edge. 
Equation (7) suggests that (“,) Md may approximate Mk . This theme will 
be developed in a discussion of asymptotic approximations in [7]. 
3. GENERATING FUNCTIONS, EDGE GRAPHS, AND SPANNING TREES 
The generating polynomial M(sd, 11)(x, v) can be written in terms of 
partitions of vert sd and associated spanning trees. 
To discuss that expression and for later use we present first some 
graph-theoretic notions about edges of sd. The set of all edges is denoted K. 
It is the complete graph on vert s d. An m-edge tree in K spans an m-face 
of sd. It is well known that an independent set of edges is partitioned by 
its maximal trees. 
Let EC K. Associated to E is a partition nE of vert sd. Two vertices 
are in the same block of rrE if and only if they are connected by a path 
in E. Let h(E) = the size of the largest independent set of edges in 
E=d+l-#nE; and let v(E) = the number of vertices that belong 
to edges of E = X(E) + T(E). The closure of E is 
E = {e G K / e E E or e belongs to a cycle in E u e>. 
If rr is a partition of vert sdz define 
n-‘=(BEn.I#B= l}, ~T”=={BE~~#B>I). 
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Let I be an independent set of edges. Each block B E rl” is spanned by a 
unique tree T, C I, and I = uBEliI,, Ts . Since #1= d + 1 - #rr and 
T(Z) = #n-I” ) the right-hand side of (5) factors into 
M(sd, 77)(x, y) = 1 (y + lpn n (x + lyl c 4T3L (8) 77 BE71” T3 
in which rr ranges over all partitions of vert sd, TB ranges over all spanning 
trees of the complete graph rC, on the vertex set B, and we regard a null 
sum as 0, a null product as 1. 
The innermost sum in (8) is related to the spanning treepolynomial of KB: 
~dK3) = C fl e, 
TB eeT, 
summed over all spanning trees T, of KB . P&K,) is a formal polynomial 
whose “variables” are the edges of KB _ The function n: I& --t Z deter- 
mines a homomorphism n: Z[K,] ---f Z, under which 
2 n(G) = n(~&d. (9) 
Thus, information about the spanning tree polynomial can help to 
evaluate the generating function M via (8) and (9). 
For discussion of a method for computing Psi, , see (31. 
4. NECESSARY LEMMAS 
Let us define some standard notations. (S) will denote the convex hull 
of S. If f is a face of sd, the opposite face is written f O. If p E sd, the unique 
smallest face containing p is denoted f(p). 
We consider sets Z& of hyperplanar cuts of sd, such that each cut h E ~-9 
has the form ( p, eO) for some edge e (the apical edge) and point p E rel int e 
(the apex). Let 
2 = (t / t = h, n ... n h, , where m 3 0, h, ,..., h,, E 2, and t Q bdy sd}. 
(Note that m = 0 corresponds to sd E 2.) For s E 9, let 
E(s) = {e E K 1 there is an h E 2 which contains s 
and whose apical edge is e>, 
and for rrEcs) write simply CT~ . 
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LEMMA I. Lef s E 9, Then s,is a simpfex, dim s = rl - hE(s), and 
s = <qe I B E 7s) 
for zmiqzle points qB E rel int(B) corresponding to the blocks B E TT, . 
If h E 2 has apical edge e, then e E E(s) if and only if h 2 s or h n s C 
bdy sd. If e Q! E(s) then t = h n s E 2 and t is an apical cut of s; the 
endpoints of e lie in two dz@erent blocks B, C E rTTs ; the apical edge oft in s 
is (qB , qc); and the blocks of rrt are those of rTT, , except that B v C E rt 
replaces B, C E rs . 
In proving Lemma 1 we can take, instead of E(s), a maximal independent 
subset 1, since then XI = XE(s). By induction on XI = #I, the first para- 
graph follows from the second, with qovc E rel int(q,, qc) _C rel int(B u C}. 
Thus assume the first paragraph to be true of a particular s E 2. Also 
-. 
suppose h E H has apical edge e = (v, w). We have e E E(s) af and only if 
e C (B) for some block B E rrS ; then h 2 s if qB = the apex of h, while 
h n s _C e0 C bdy sd if qB + the apex. 
So assume e $ E(s) and let v E B and w E C. Since rel int B and rel int C 
are on opposite sides of h, there is one point q = h n (q8 , qc). And 
q E rel int (B u C). All the vertices of s besides qB and qc lie in e”; hence, 
h n s is the convex hull of those vertices and q. 
Note that q lies in the edge (qB , qc- of s. Therefore, h A s is an apical 
cut of s and !$ bdy sd. 
The remaining bits of the proof are easy. 
Z has interior general position when every cut meets int sd and for any 
distinct cuts h, ,..., h, E 2, h, n ... n h, is either contained in bdy sd 
or is (d - nz)-dimensional. 
LEMMA 2. Let p1 ,..., pm. be distinct points lying in the edges e, ,..., e, 
ofsd.Leth,=(p,,e,“)ands=h,n...nh,,. 
0-h 1 ,..., h, have interior general position, then s $ bdy sd $ and only if 
e, ,..., e, are independent. 
If I = (e, ,..., e,} is independent, then h, ,..., h,, have interior general 
position, s is a (d - m)-dimensional simplex E 2, and s = (qB 1 B E TV> 
for qB E rel int(B), B E rr. 
For the proof we apply Lemma 1 with 2 = {h, ,..., h,). 
Suppose that I is independent, and by induction that h, ,..., h,-, have 
interior general position and meet in a (d - m + I)-dimensional simplex -- 
tE.9. Since em$I-ee,,,, Lemma 1 entails that t n h, = s E 2, 
dim s = d - m, and so forth. 
Say that h, ,..., h, have interior general position and e, ,..., e, are 
dependent. Let us suppose that e, ,..., e,,-, are independent (else by 
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induction t = kz, f7 ..* n h,-, C bdy sd already). Thus t E .Y, By Lemma 1, 
since e,, is in the closure of e, ,..., em-1 , t n h, C bdy s” or t C h,, . But 
the latter possibility contradicts the assumed interior general position. 
Thus s C bdy sd. 
Incidentally Lemma 1 shows that the induced dissection of S, 
is apical. It lies in general position in rel int s if 2 has general position 
in int sd. 
5. PROOF OF EQUATIONS (1) AND (2) 
Let Z be in interior general position, with apex enumerator n. According 
to [6, Theorem 4.1(A)], 
g xd-514~t(sd, n) = y& (x + l)“-dims. 00) 
By interior general position of ~‘8’ and Lemma 2, E(s) E 9 and 
d - dim s = #E(S). 
For a fixed I E 4, how many s E 9 correspond to E(s) = 1 ? By 
Lemma 2, any selection of h, E X? with apical edge e for every e e 1, 
will have a different intersection s E 9, and E(s) = 1. Therefore, the 
number of s such that E(s) = lis n(l). Equation (2’), thus Eqs. (1) and (2), 
now follows from (10). 
6. PROOF OF EQUATIONS (3) AND (4) 
Every k-part of the dissection G=? lies in a unique smallest face f of the 
simplex 9. It lies in rel intfand it is counted in MT<,dimf(Sd, n) and in no 
other M&9, rz). Thus, 
which means Eq. (4’) implies (3’) and (3); and 
(“1 
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In (*), n, is the apex enumerator of the dissection off induced by &?, 
~~={hnfjhE~,hcutsfintwo) 
= {(p, e” nf) [ (p, e”) ES and e cf>. 
J?~ is a faithful cross section of {( p, eO) E & j e cf}. Hence, G+?~ has 
interior general position in f and nXe) = n(e). So combining (2) with (*) 
we find that 
where a, is the number of &faces of the simplex which contain I, As 
a, = (d+i:i(1)), we have proved Eq. (4). 
7. THE COMPLETE MAXIMUM GENERATING FUNCTION 
Extending the apical cuts of &’ and the facets of sd to the Euclidean 
hyperplanes they span, we obtain an arrangement of hyperplanes (cf. 
[4, Chap. 181) which dissects Ed. Let us consider the parts of the 
arrangement which are exterior to sd, as did Alexanderson and Wetzel in 
[l, Theorem 31, and thereby complete our enumerations of maxima for 
apical dissections. 
Letting [A] denote the affine span of a subset of E”, the arrangement 
dissecting Ed is 
SP = {[h-j j h E se*}. 
For any F C Ed, particularly for a part of zP, let 
f(F) = the smallest face of sd such that F _C [f], 
deg F = dimf(F), 
i?F = F n sd. 
For any %‘, let 
@,&(sd, 2) = the number of k-parts F of ZE with 
degF= &dimaF= K,degaF= A. 
Note that exterior parts have A < 6 and K < k; while for those contained 
in sd, A = 6 and K = k. 
gSza/zoiz-9 
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If n is any nonnegative, integer-valued function on the edges of sd, let 
A4&,,(sd, 12) = max{@&(sd, Ye) ; A? has apex enumerator n}. 
These maximum values are attained by dissections in interior general 
position. 
THEOREM 2. DeJine the polynomial 
MEW, 4(x, y, u, 4 
= 1 P&77, I7)(X + l)d+l-#r 
97 
where T varies over all partitions of vert sd, T’ and T” are as defined in 
Section 3, 1 u / means U {B E a>, and P&T, n) = C n(I) summed over all 
I E 9 such that r1 = YT. Then 
ME(sd, n)(x, y, 21, v) = 1 yd-G~G~kvS~d~d--KM~~,d(sd, n). (1 lb) 
k,&K.+O 
By means of this theorem the maximum numbers of parts subject to 
various restrictions can be enumerated. For instance, if only parts in sd 
are desired, substitute v = 0 and u = 1 in (ll), obtaining (5) and (8). 
To enumerate exterior k-parts use the generating function 
cx d-kMFt(sd, n) = ME(x, x, 1, 1) - M’(x, x, 1, 0). 
k>O 
Some of the more interesting enumerations derivable from Theorem 2 
will be presented after the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Let 2 be an apical dissection of sd. rfh, ,..., h, E S*, then 
hl n --* n [hm] = [h, n .*e n h,]. 
A part of ZE is exterior if and only if it is unbounded. 
In the proof of the first statement, put u = h, n .‘. n h, and U = 
hl n *a. n [hm]. We may assume no proper subset of 12, ,..., 11, has 
intersection u. If deg U < d, apply induction to #f(V) . If any hi is a facet, 
this case applies. Otherwise, if e, ,..., em are independent, use Lemma 2. 
If they are dependent, consider an equal pair or a cycle of edges, The 
intersection of the corresponding [hi] lies in a facet, whence deg U < d. 
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If F is a bounded part of SE, its vertices are in sd by the first statement; 
hence, F C sd. 
That completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Now we explain how to construct all the exterior parts of ZE from the 
parts of Z*. Iffs is a S-face of ,sd, let 
Pp”(f”> = the set of K-parts of &‘* whosef(F) = f”. 
Taking two disjoint faces of sd, designated f A and f A’, choose 
FE c%:“(f”) and F’ E ~~“(f”‘). 
The ray from a point p, directed away from q, is q[p) = 
{cq + (1 - a))4 j E < O}. Write 
VW, F’> = u {P’[P> I (P,P’) EF x F’l. 
LEMMA 4. The set B = #(F, F’) constructed above is an exterior part 
of ZE for which 
dim B = K + K’ + 1, aB = F, 
f(B) = (f”,f”‘>, f (W = f”, 
and f A’ = the face off(B) opposite to f A. Let A be the union of all lines 
spanned by rays p[q) _C B such that p E 3B. Then also 
F=fAnA and F’ = f A’ n A. 
The proof is essentially straightforward. We leave it to the reader. 
Conversely, if B is any exterior part, the lemma shows how to construct 
F and F’ such that B = #(F, F’) and proves they are unique. Thus we may 
state that 
M:i%tA(Sd) = c M~AcfA) MiA’(fA’), 
fA,fA’ disjoint 
c*> 
where k > K > 0, 6 > d >, 0, K’ = k - K - 1, d’ = 6 - d - 1. If 
we also let M-,,-,(f) = 1 (thus counting m as an improper part), (*) holds 
true even if k = K, 6 = d. 
We are finally ready to prove Theorem 2. Let A,, = dim(f A)0 = 
d--d--l. 
c yd-“x8-kv”-AuA-KM~~,A(sd, n) 
k,&~,A>0 
= ,A?>0 vAo+lMf ‘, n)(w 0) M(f “>“, 4(x, (Y/D)) (12) . , 
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by (*), (2’), (4’). Substituting the value of M(f PZ) from (8): 
Pf&B , JJ>(UX f l)#“-1) (Y + u)#*’ 
in which G ranges over all partitions of vert( fd)O and rr - u over partitions 
of vert f”. The proof of the theorem is easily completed. 
The first enumeration we derive from Theorem 2 is the maximum 
number of regions of ZP, namely, 
IM,” = ME(O, 0 1, 1) = c n(1)(2d+1--#1 - 1). 
IE4 
It follows, generalizing [l, Theorem 31, that the arrangement ZE divides 
Ed into at most 
MdE = qJd + 39,-, + ... + (2d+l - 1) To 
regions, of which qd + y)d.--l + ... + qO are inside sd and 2(77,-, + 
3%-z + ... + (2d - 1) yO) are external. 
The maximum numbers of k-parts are generated by W(X, x, 1, 1). 
MkE = c ~$1) ‘z (7) ($d+l ,-T’i”) (27C+1+‘-+’ - 1). (13) 
IS4 i=O 
For completeness we list here also the maximum numbers of boundary 
and exterior parts. They are deducible from (2), (3), and (13). 
(14) 
A4pt = 2 I;$z(I) 1;; (y)(“,‘_‘,“y (2”+j-#’ - 1). (15) 
The maximum total number of parts is 
of which C 2 d+l-r+ are bounded. It is not clear why this number and MkE 
have the form (total) = (something simple) - (bounded), nor why Mrf 
resembles 2MkE. 
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The largest number of k-parts whose intersection with sd is 
K-dimensional, denoted M,&, , is interesting. Alexanderson and Wetzel 
found it for k = d = 3 in the course of calculating MaE(s3, n) 
(see [l, p. 641). From the generating function ME(x/u, X, U, u) = 
C x~-%~+-~II~~,~, , we obtain 
x d+l-#lal+#o 
( 1 d-k-j . 
The number of exterior k-parts whose intersection with sd has the largest 
possible dimension is 
Mf,,-1, = I;3 40 j (d + 1 - ~(0) (dd--Tf’) 
+ .mLI ( 
d + 1 - ~(1) - #T 
k + 1 - T(I) ” 
tree of I 
For regions, in particular, 
d-l co 
M&-1, = 1 + c Cd - m> ym - c %+1 . 
?TZ=O r=l 
8. EQUIPOTENT DISSECTIONS 
A dissection is equipotent when every edge contains the same number 
of apices. We conclude our discussion with a pair of intriguing formulas 
that encompass ME(sd, N) in all dimensions d, for nxed N. They are based 
on a well-known partition formula (shown to me by Richard P. Stanley, 
whom I thank for his assistance). 
Let f and g be functions from the positive integers into a polynomial 
domain, related by 
g(r) = C JJ fW% c*> 
?i BET 
where r ranges over the partitions of an r-element set. Then their expo- 
nential generating functions are related by 
1 + f g(v) XT/r! = exp f f(n2) Xm/n2!. 
r=1 m-1 
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We use two functions whose difference g,(d + 1) - g,(d + 1) = 
ME(sd, iV)(x, y, U, v). They are defined by (*) using 
h(l) = y + u + 1, 
fi(m) = Nn”-lTm[P(x + p-1 + (ux + I)“-11, m 3 2, 
“Ml) = Y + % 
&(m) = Nm-lT,v”L(x + 1)+-l, m > 2, 
where T, = mm-2 is the number of spanning trees of K, . Thus 
We may rewrite (16) using the forest-tree identity 
where F, is the number of forests covering all the vertices of K, , and 
FO = 1. (See, e.g., [5, Section 4.11.) By this identity, the right side of (16) 
becomes 
The interpretation of (16) and (17) is mysterious. One can certainly 
draw some conclusions about the behavior of ME(9, N) as d goes to 
infinity. But since there seem to be no results which cannot be proved in 
greater generality by the simple asymptotic approximations we will use 
in [7], we will not continue the study here. 
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